
Introduction
Anthropology, Migration,
and the Portuguese Diaspora

Anthropology, as a discipline, carne relatively late to the study of migra-
tion as a social, political, economic, and cultural process. Indeed, anthro-
pologists often chose not to write about it, even when it was happening
right in front of them, because it did not fit the timeless and bounded
idea of culture that framed their analyses. For example, while it has been
estimated that approximately 52 percent of the Chambri (Tchambuli)
men between the ages of fifteen and forty-five were working as migrant
laborers and therefore absent from the Papua New Guinea village where
Margaret Mead was living in 1933, she "did not take these articulations
wíth the larger system into consideration" (Gewertz and Errington 1991,
87). Similarly, although George Foster (1967) acknowledged that some
residents of the Mexiean village of Tzintzuntzan, where he carried out
field research in the rnid-1940s, were involved in the bracero program, he
leaves the significant impact of migration out of his model of the "image
of limited good."

However, by the late 1950s and early 1960s, it became apparent to
many anthropologists that migration should receive more systematic at-
tention as a topie for research. Initially the emphasis was on rural-urban
migration, the demographic factor that most contributed to the exponen-
tial growth of cities such as Mexico City, Cairo, [akarta, Lagos, Nairobi,
Lima, S13.oPaolo, and Rio de Janeiro. Migration was a manifestation of a
pervasive transformation from a rural agrarian base to an urban indus-
trial base in the econornies of most developing countries (Safa 1975). In
the emerging cities of South and Southeast Asia, Afriea, and Central and
South América, rural villagers were finding employment as unskilled or
semiskilled workers and were living in neighborhoods with people of
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their own ethnic group or home cornmunity. Interest in migrants and mi-
gration grew in conjunction with the growth of both peasant studies and
urban anthropology, as anthropologists began to focus on "peasants" or
"tribesmen" in cities (Butterworth 1962; Gutkind 1965; Kemper 1977;
Mangin 1970; Mayer 1961; Plotnicov 1967; Whiteford 1976; see also Bret-
tell 2000). Eventually anthropologists also began to study those peasants
and tribesmen who found their way to the cities of the developed world
(Deshen and Shokeid 1974; Foner 1979; Helweg 1979; Philpott 1973; Wat-
son 1975). The number of ethnographic monographs on these particular
migration streams increased significantly during the 1980s and 1990s, as
migration was established as a central topic in anthropological research
(for example, Bhachu 1985; Bums 1993; Carter 1997; Gilad 1989; González
1992; Gmelch 1992; Klaver 1997; Werbner 1990).

Today anthropologists can hardly avoid some consideration of
migrants and the migratory process. It has been estimated that in 1990
120 million people were living outside their country of birth or citizen-
shíp, and that by 2000 this figure had risen to 160 million (Martin and
Widgren 2002). Anthropologists have not only continued to examine the
impact of out-migration on sending communities, they have also in-
creasingly tumed their attention to the study of immigrant populations
in the United States (for example, Chavez 1992; Gold 1995; Glick Schiller
and Fouron 2001; Grasmuck and Pessar 1991; Khandelwal 2002;
Lessinger 1995; Mahler 1995; Margolis 1994; Stepick 1998).

The breadth of geographieal coverage over several decades has also
generated a breadth of conceptual and analytical insights. This book is
about some of the theoretical contributions made by anthropology as it
has increasingly engaged with the subject of migration. It addresses the
question of varying units of analysis, something that has become particu-
larly challenging to anthropologists as they have tried to merge micro and
macro perspectives. It examines the concept of transnationalism, a con-
cept that has transformed how we understand the process of immigrant
incorporation by offering an altemative model to the older assimilation
model. It explores the insertion of irnmigrant populations in cities and
questions of ethnicity and ethnie identity. And finally it tackles the rela-
tionship between gender and migration, a topie to which anthropology
has made extremely important empirieal and theoretical contributions.

1 examine these conceptual and theoretieal questions in the anthro-
pology of migration through the lens of a particular irnmigrant experience
with whieh 1 have been working for more than thirty years, that of the
Portuguese. 1 do so for three reasons: beca use 1believe there is much to
leam from this particular case, because there is great historieal depth to
the Portuguese experience with migration, and beca use 1 believe funda-
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t Uy in the significance of cross-cultural comparison to the anthropo-
me? al enterprise. 1bring together a series of essays about the Portuguese
lOgtc:ience in order to address similarities and differences across both
expe

e and time in the migration process.
spacMy interest. in Portuguese. migrants dates back to the summer of
1971. 1 was [nvited by the chair of the department of anthropology at
Brown University to spend two months working on a project funded by
the National Institutes of Mental Health on immigrants in the Providence
area 1 had just completed ayear studying the Portuguese language to
fulfiU the requirements for a major in Latin American studies at Yale Uni-
versity. 1 could not have been more amazed, upon my arrival in Provi-
dence. to discover a large community of Portuguese immigrants (largely
from the Azores and the Cape Verde Islands) in East Providence and in
Fall River and New Bedford, Massachusetts. My earliest field research in-
volved attending several of the summer festivals sponsored by the Por-
tuguese and other immigrant populations in Rhode Island, 1recorded the
following observations in my field notes for the Feast of Santo Cristo of
June 27, 1971.

Two masses were held, both a high mass and a low mass. Portuguese
was definitely the predominant spoken language in and around the
church, although the masses were given in English. At 2:30 the streets
were very crowded and over the P.A. instructions were given on the
arrangements for the procession. Among the clubs that arrived were the
Portuguese American Athletic Club (founded 1901), the Banda Recre-
ativa de Rosário of Providence, the Associacáo Académica (founded
1962),the Banda da Nossa Senhora da Luz of Fall River (founded 1909),
and the Acoriano Band of Fall River.... Each group had an organiza-
tional banner but carried as well both the American and Portuguese
flags.... The procession began. The bells of the church rang as those car-
rying reliquaries appeared out of the church door. They were followed
by a number of men carrying the special altar that had been placed in the
front left comer of the church for the two masses. It was florally deco-
rated and had a large wooden statue of Santo Cristo in the center. The
altar was followed by about fifty elderly ladies carrying candles and
wearing lace coverings on their heads. They were followed, in turn, by
the Fall River bishop general of the Knights of Columbus. After them
carne the three officiatingpriests, in their vestments and under a canopy.
~he procession took about one hour and twenty minutes to make its full
Circuitback to the church. As the priests passed, people kneeled and
crossed themselves. Upon the conclusion of the procession there was an
nrraial--concerts, auctions, and a sale of Portuguese and American
foods untiJ 11:30p.m. The foods were Portuguese stew, favas, chourico,
com, and Quahogs.
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The roots of the Portuguese immigrant communities in southeastern
New England can be traced to the early nineteenth century. Whaling boats
picked up crews in the Cape Verde and Azorean Islands and deposited
them in the vicinity of New Bedford, Massachusetts, for short periods of
time as they reoutfitted for a new voyage (Halter 1993; Williams 1982).
Many of these mariners remained in New England after the decline of the
whalin~ industry, settling in Providence and New Bedford and sending
for farnily members (Baxter et al. 1985). Later in the nineteenth century it
was the textile mills that attracted Portuguese immigrants as they at-
tracted other immigrants.

The rivers and streams that dropped down out of the Massachusetts hin-
terland to the sea were impossible to navigate, but an excellent source of
cheap power. These streams were harnessed, up and down the coast, to
drive the machinery of industry development. Cotton mills, where raw
fi~ers we.rec.onverted into finished materials, sprang into life all along
this fall line m the early 1800s.The first cotton mili in Fall River, a port
town fourteen miles west of New Bedford and eighteen miles southwest
of Providence,began production in 1813;sixty years later the textile milis
in Fall River were employing in excess of ten thousand workers. New
Bedford, although preoccupied with whaling, eventually perceived the
advantages of a more assured industrial base, and its first cotton mili
went into operation in 1849; others followed, and by 1870 the cíty's four
milis provided jobs for about two thousand industrial workers.
(Williams1982,12)

The 1870 census reported 8,971 Portuguese in the United States, of
which 257 were "colored" and undoubtedly Cape Verdean. Thirty-six per-
cent of these Portuguese natives líved in the four NewEngland states of
Massachusetts (2,555), Connecticut (221), Rhode Island (189), and New
York (334); forty percent (3,435) resided in California (Williams 1982, 13).
The 1880 U.S. Census counted 15,650 Portuguese-bom residents in the
continental United States; by 1900 the number was 40,431, and by 1920
114,321. In 1900, 63.5 percent of the foreign-bom Portuguese of Massa-
chusetts were concentrated in the cities of New Bedford and Fall River,
and the state of Massachusetts had the largest concentration of Por-
~guese, surpassing California (Taft 1923; Williams 1990). According to
Silva (.1976,222-23) about half the Portuguese and Polish populations of
Fall River were working in the mills by 1919. In other communities of
Rhode Isla~d, Portuguese men were working in unskilled mill jobs as
combers, spmners, carders, and doffers, or in low-wage jobs in coal yards,
produce houses, slaughter houses, small grocery, fruit, fish, or bakery
shops, or as farm laborers (Lamphere 1987). The overwhelming rnajority
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f the portuguese who arrived in this period were from the Azores. They
~ere young, unmarried, largely illiterate, and unskilled.

Although the flow of Portuguese to the United States was by no
eanS as large as those of Italians or eastern European and Russian

rews, it was also virtually halted by the 1924 National Origins Quota
Act. The Portuguese quota was set at 503 persons per year (Baganha
1990). This was a dramatic limitation since, in the period between 1911
and 1920, almost 90,000 Portuguese had entered the United States. The
1930 cenSUS counted 109,453 Portuguese in the United States; 10 per-
cent of all Portuguese-Americans lived in Rhode Island, 37.7 percent in
Massachusetts.

In 1965 the National Origins Quota Act was replaced by the Immi-
gration and Nationality Act. A new wave of immigration to the United
States began, one that incIuded the Portuguese.' The 19651aw was based
on preferential categories, allowing first for the immigration of immedi-
ate relatives with no quota restrictions. In addition, 20,000 visas for each
Eastern Hemisphere country were allowed (with a maximum cap of
170,000), with certain ranked preferences applied to those who had kin-
ship connections to U.S. citizens or permanent residents. According to
Immigration and Naturalization Service data, 76,065 individuals who
lísted their last place of residence as Portugal were admitted legally to
the United States between 1961 and 1970, compared with 19,588 in the
prior decade. Several of the Portuguese people whom 1interviewed dur-
ing the summer of 1971 were recent immigrants who had arrived in the
United States under the preference or quota systems of the new legisla-
tion. Many found work in the textile mills and apparel factories of
southeastern New England.

During the period between 1971 and 1980, 101,710 individuals who
listed their country of last residence as Portugal were admitted legally
to the United States, and the 1980 census listed 190,298 people of Por-
~uguese ancestry in the country. Sixty-three percent of these were living
10 Portuguese-speaking homes. In 1980 Rhode Island had 61,756 people
?f Portuguese ancestry-about 10 percent of the Portuguese Americans
10 the United States (Williams 1990). After 1980 the number of individu-
als entering the United States as legal immigrants who decIared Portu-
gal as their last place of residence decIined sharply, to 40,431 between
1981 and 1990 and to 22,916 between 1991 and 2000. Undoubtedly some
?f this decIine was due to the political and economic changes occurring
10 Portugal, as the country moved toward full membership in the Euro-
pean Union. Many scholars of Portuguese history and society concur
that Portugal has made rapid progress during the last two decades of
the twentieth century.
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It is important to note that between 1965 and the 1990s some Por-
tuguese nationals, like irnmigrants from other places, entered the United
States on tourist visas, overstayed their visas, and became illegal immj.
grants. At the beginning of this period they faced threats of arrest and de-
portation, as did irnmigrants of other nationalities, but many have been
able to legalize their status. Today significant Portuguese cornmunities
thrive from Boston to Newark to Manassas, Virginía.? Indeed, it is the Por-
tuguese, many of them initial1y illegal, who have helped to revive parts of
downtown Newark where a couple of streets are lined with Portuguese
bakeries and restaurants. In the mid-1990s the Portuguese made up
40 percent of the 40,000 residents living in the Ironbound area of Newark,
a region bordered by the Passaic River on the north and railroad tracks on
the west and east.

In the compact 4.5 square miles of Ironbound, illegaI irnmigrants own
businesses, pay taxes and, in contrast to the raids of thirty years ago,
walk the streets with little fear of arrest. "We are totally invisible," said
Paul Quintela, 32, a bar manager who illegally carne to the country in
1990.... Beforecoming to the United States, he had owned an icecrearn
parlor but saw little future for himself in Portugal. ... He was startled to
hear people speaking Portuguese everywhere on the street [in Iron-
bound] .... "1 thought 1was still in Portugal," said Mr. Quintela, who
eventually becarnea legal resident of the United States through the spon-
sorship of his employer at the restaurant. (Dunn 1995,2)

The invisibility that this man refers to is broadly characteristic of the
Portuguese in America. They have rarely been written about in studies of
either the third or the fourth wave immigration to the United States. To-
day, like other irnmigrants from Europe, they are overshadowed by im-
migrants from Asia and Latin America. And yet, in New Jersey, Rhode
Island, and southeastem Massachusetts, their numbers are significant,
and they are a fundamental part of the irnmigrant mosaic of the north-
eastem United States.

Since 1965 the Portuguese have migrated not only to the United States
but also to Canada. During the summer of 1972 I spent two months in
Toronto, living in the Portuguese cornmunity in the heart of that city. In
1953 there were somewhat fewer than 4,000 people of Portuguese origin
in Canada. Some of them had arrived in response to advertisements in lo-
cal Portuguese newspapers calling for agricultural workers for Cana da
(Anderson and Higgs 1976, 27). This was a period when Cana da was ex-
tremely short of manuallaborers and was encouraging immigration. Ac-
cording to Hawkins (1988), 900 Portuguese from the Azores and the
mainland were recruited for farm, railway, and trade work in 1954 and
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nd by 19572,000 farm laborers, 1,000 rail workers, and 50 trades
1955, a h d arrived. Once the beachhead was established, the Por-
workers auld take advantage of the 1952 Immigration Act, which al-

guese co .' . .tu f the normnatlOn and sponsormg of relatives as new entrants.
lowed ~fy the Portuguese cornmunity grew, and the population gravi-
Eve~~~ard the cities, Toronto primarily and Montreal secondarily. They
tate ~tracted by a booming construction industry but also found work
were a . ff' f . d . h 1 . . b. h pitals as housekeepmg sta ,m actones, an m ot er e earung jo s
~~:rson and Higgs 1976; Alpalháo an~ da ~osa 19:9; Noivo 1997).3

In 1960 there were 22,434 Portuguese ímmigrants m Cana da; a decade
1 t r the number had risen to almost 85,000. By 1980 the official figure was
:v:r 150,000, although other estimates that included illegal irnmigrants
put the figure at over 200,000 (Ande~son 1974; ~~erson and Higgs 1976;
Giles 2002; Williams 1982). Accordrng to Statistics Canada there were
close to 250,000 Canadians claiming Portuguese ancestry in 1991 (Statis-
tics Cariada 1991). While China, India, Pakistan, and the Philippines are
the major sources for immigrants to Canada at the dawn of the twenty-
first century, the Portuguese should not be overlooked, particularly in the
province of Ontario, where 70 percent of them were residing in 1991, pri-
marily in Toronto and its surrounding suburbs. Part III of this book dis-
cusses aspects of the early phase of this irnmigration and explores how an
immigrant community is established in its earliest generation within a
country and a city. It also addresses theoretical debates about ethnicity
and the ethnic group, two key analytical concepts in the anthropology of
mígration."

While 5.5 percent of Portuguese emigrants went to Canada in the pe-
riod between 1950 and 1969 and 27.6 percent went to Brazil, 43.5 percent
went to France (Antunes 1970). During the surnmer of 1972 I lived in a
house with two Portuguese families, one from the Azores and the other
from northem Portugal. The man from northem Portugal had spent five
years in France before emigrating to Canada in 1965. He retumed to Por-
tugal in 1967 to marry his fiancée, and after eight months they came to
Canada together. I listened carefully to his accounts of his illegal entry
into France and of his life working in construction on a building near the
Eiffel Tower. He told me that he had a brother and a sister still in France
and four brothers in Germany; only his mother was left in Portugal.

1decided that summer that 1would work on Portuguese emigration to
France for my dissertation research. I was interested in whether or not the
proximity between France and Portugal might result in more back-and-
forth movement than was characteristic of the emigrations to the United
States and Canada. This was also a flow dominated by people from conti-
nental Portugal rather than from the islands, and that too was of interest
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to me. Finally, my exposure to issues in the infant field of feminist anthro-
pology through my Brown professor Louise Lamphere led me to focus on
Portuguese migrant women, a subject that was virtually not discussed in
the social science literature at that time, not even anthropology.

Europe beca me a receiving area for irnmigrants rather than a sending
area in the post-World War II periodo The first wave (1945-1960) included
refugees returning from Eastem Europe and individuals coming from for-
mer colonies. The second wave, the one that brought the Portuguese
along with Italians, Spaniards, and eventually Turks and Yugoslavs, oc-
curred between 1960 and 1974 and has been labeled the "guest worker
era" (Martín and Widgren 2002). However, the guests (who were mostly
men) stayed, and eventually their families joined them. In fact, in France,
unlike Germany, a concerted effort was made to reunify farnilies.

While some Portuguese migrated to Germany (Bauer et al. 2002;
Klirnt 1992), Luxembourg, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom (Giles
1991, 1992), the largest number went to France. Indeed, during the 1960s
and into the early 1970s, the Portuguese constituted the largest and most
important imrnigrant population in France, and by the time of the 1975
census they numbered 758,000. The early period of Portuguese migration
to France can be divided into roughly four phases: 1950-1961, when a
fairly controlled number of imrnigrants entered per year (1,000-5,000),
and clandestine immigration was low¡ 1961-1968, which saw a rapid in-
crease in the annual rate of imrnigration (about 40,000 per year) and a
surge in the number of clandestine irnmigrants; 1968-1971, when the rate
of irnmigration accelerated and the Portuguese represented approxi-
mately 50 percent of all annual irnmigration to France (about 80,000 per
year); and 1971-1974, which saw a decline in the annual rate, specifically
because of an agreement signed by Portugal and France in 1971 that lirn-
ited the annual number of Portuguese irnmigrants given entry to France
to 65,000, and generally beca use of worldwide problems of inflation and
unemployment.

This migration was male-dorninated at its outset but gradually more
women carne, both as single women and as spouses. In 1962 women were
30 percent of the Portuguese population in France, and by 1975 they were
46 percent. While men found employrnent in the construction industr)'
and in automobile plants, women found work in the domestic sector. as
private maids for French bourgeois families or as members of ~leanU1~
staffs for office buildings and other institutions. Women's expenence o
migration and the impact of male emigration on women left behind are
the focus of part IV of this book. . 90

The number of Portuguese in France fell during the 1980s, but mI?
they were still the largest immigrant population there, numbeflflg
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649714, compared to 216,047 Spaniards (but 1,020,468 Spaniards who
;e French by acquisition), and 252,759 Italians (Ogden 1995, 293). Close

we50 percent of the Portuguese population live in Paris and the sur-
tounding suburbs, where they have become part of the working class
~ocha-Trindade and Raveau 1998). The migration of Portuguese nation-

15 to France is now regulated by the policies of free movement of labor ina .
rhe European Community,

A third massive wave of immigration occurred in western Europe
during the 1990s, and by the end of the decade close to 20 million for-
eigners were living there, 36 percent of them in Germany (Martin and
Widgren 2002). This latest wave was composed of people from North
Africa (primarily to France), Asia (primarily to Britain), Eastern Europe,
and Turkey (primarily to Germany) (Massey et al. 1998). These were
people who looked different and who practiced different religions from
the resident populations. Immigration in France and in several other
countries of northern Europe is as much about religion as it is about
"foreignness," and it is certainly about racism (Wrench and Solomos
1993). In France today it is not the Christian, white, European Por-
tuguese who are the objects of anti-imrnigrant sentiment. They have
been fairly well integrated into northern European society and culture,
and they move back and forth freely to their homeland. Their experi-
ences are therefore germane to the issues of transnationalism that are
h?tly debated in current scholarship on immigration. These issues are
d1SCussedin part II of this book.

.. Luis Guamizo and Michael Smith (1998; see also Guamizo 2001) have
dlStinguished between transnationalism from above (initiated by nation-
s~tes and the global economy) and transnationalism from below (the so-
and networks that people forge across national boundaries) Chapters 3
::: 4 offer discussions of these two dimensions of transna~ionalism as
h eYdhavebeen created and sustained by the Portuguese state on the one
an and by Po t '.ual : r uguese imrrugranrs on the other. Not only have individ-

ho lInmlgrants retained ties to their home villages sent money back
me, and built h . hei h 'state h ouses m t eir ome communities, but the Portuguese

orde to constantly worked to sustain the loyalties of citizens abroad in
estin

r
o support their own interests. Indeed the Portuguese case is inter-

SCrit!s~sw~~early exa~ple of pre~isely .what Glick Schiller (1999, 95) de-
states [Who n she wnt.e~ abou~ political leaders of emigrant sending
Portugal' ] ... re-enVlSlon their states as transnational." This vision of

1Soíd t 1h .characte' ' no new, a t ough it has taken on a somewhat different
rmth lonifuel to th d e postco oníal world. The Portuguese case offers additional

1997;Ger:u ebate about what is really new about transnationalism (Foner
e and Mollenkopf 2001).
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My researeh.in Franee eventually took me to Portugal, where 1be
to work on the history of Portuguese emigration and look at its im gan
ill l

'f pact o
v. age 1e o~er two and a half eenturies (Brettell1986). For mueh of t n
e.lghteenth, nmeteenth, ~nd early twentieth centuries, the major destin

he

tíon for :ortugue~e emígrants was Brazil. Despite the presence of Po~-
tuguese m the Uruted States as early as the first decades of the ninet -
century, and t~e significant increase in immigration during th:~:~
decade of the nmeteenth century and the first decade of the twentieth
tu~, the flow to the United States was only 12 to 14 percent of the :t~i
ffilgratory flow of Portuguese overseas (Baganha 1995,91). Between 1891
and 1911 more than.90 percent of Portuguese emigrants went to Brazil
(~unes 2000, 27). It 15perhaps for this reason that the Portuguese do
fig r . tl . di . notu e prommen y m ISCUSSlOnsof the third wave of irnmigrati
am?ng scholars of U.S. immigration. And yet the Portuguese, unlike t~~
Italians or Iews, were much more successful at spreading their langua
globally through both colonization and emigration. Portugal is a count

ge

of o~Iy 10 million ~abitants, but the Portuguese language is spoken ~
Brazil, a C?untry wlth. c~ose to 175 million inhabitants, Mozambique, with
a population of 19 million, Angola, with a population of 10 million, and
beyo~d t?Timor, Goa, and Macao. The Portuguese diaspora is extensive
a~d s~gnlficant and yet, ironically, it does not hold a central place in the
hlst~ncal and ~~cia; scientific literature on global migrations and dias-
ponc communities, !hus on~ purpose of this book is to bring Portugal
and Portuguese emígrants into ~uch discussions. Certainly the Por-
tuguese state has been and remams self-conscious not only about the
~ortuguese ~iaspora, but also about the contributions of both coloniza-
tion and emigration to national history and national identity," Further-
m?re, ~he .P~rtuguese case reinforces the point of how deeply rooted
mígranon ISm human history.

As 1have been suggesting, a second purpose of this volume is to draw
on the Portuguese case for what it adds to the discussion within anthro-
pology, as well as the social sciences more broadly, of key questions and
concepts germane to our understanding of global migration at the dawn
of the n:enty-first century. 1 hope to suggest, through the introduction
and eluC1dat~on~f some a~pect~ of this particular case, that there is a good
deal of contínuíty over time m the experience of irnmigration. Indeed
many of these es~ays offer not only a historical perspective on Portugal
but als? an analysis of what was going on in receiving societies other than
the Urute~ States durin.g the first deeade after 1965-the earliest period of
t~e ~asslve late-twentieth-eentury migrations. Thus one of my primary
arms IS t? suggest that our work in the anthropology of migration in the
twenty-first eentury needs to be more broadly eomparative aeross both
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The results of such eomparisons are threefold: an avoid-
..:••..•e and spa~e. n exeeptionalísm, a sharper delineation of analytical con-
\p0- f AfIlenca .ance o broader theoretical formulation of strueture, process, and

tsanda .'ceP ' . the study of nugratlOn. .'
agency In ihe book highlights what we can leam by varymg our unit of

Fu~er, the study of rnigration. One discussion looks at the instru-
ana1y::sr:e of the Portuguese sta~e i~ sha.ping. emigr?~on, while others,
lJ\ent1 t briefly delineating varymg ímmígratíon policies and settlement
byat eas focus attention on differences among receiving states. The fam-
patter:~ household is another unit of analysis that anthropologists have
~ in their studies of ernigrants and immigrants, and it is certainly ~
ilJ\portant structural unit to ~xamine in the ~or.tugues~ cas~. Comm~ruty
ís yet another, be it the i~grant commuruty ~na.~aJor Clt~or a village
of originoAnd finally, there 15 t~e agency ~f.the m.dIV~dualffilgrant: a s~b-
ject 1address in chapter 2. While the political scientist focuses pr~ar~ly
on the sta te, the econornist primarily on labor markets, and the socíologíst
on institutions, anthropologists genera11y acknowledge the significance of
each of these units or levels of analysis and try to attend to a11of them in
their studies of rnigration. This comprehensive approach is, after a11,the
crux of anthropological holism.

One final observation is perhaps in order, beca use it holds out prom-
ise for future study. Portugal has become a country of immigration, much
like Spain and Italy? The earliest imrnigrants in Portugal were former em-
igrants repatriated from the African colonies after decolonization-the
so-called retornados (Lubkemann 2003; Malheiros 2002; Ovalle-Bahamón
2003; Roeha-Trindade 1995).8These individuals were followed by skilled
professionals from Brazil (Feldman-Bianco 2001) and unskilled workers
from the Cape Verde Islands and other PALOP (Países Africanos de Lin-
gua Oficial Portuguesa) countries: Angola, Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau,
Sáo Tomé, and Príncipe (Solé 1995). According to Baganha et al. (2000,11)
"in 1997, of the 175 lega11y registered foreigners, 47 percent were from
Africa, 28 percent from Europe, 14 percent from South América. and
6 percent from North America." The presence of large numbers of black
Africans has been cha11enging for Portugal. There are now debates about
racísm in a country that has long prided itself on a multicultural tolerance
rooted in centuries of colonialismo For the first time in recent history, Por-
tugal is experiencing diversity in the homeland.?

More recently this diversity has extended to linguistic difference. Ac-
cording to Malheiros (2002,5) "in a mere five years, Ukranians have be-
come the third-largest group of foreigners [in Portugal], immediately
after Cape Verdians and Brazilians." Although many of these workers
initially entered Portugal illegally, in recent years the Portuguese sta te
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has given legal status to men from the Ukraine, Moldova, Russia, ano
Rumania who are working on construction projects throughout the coun_
try, men living in isolation and with no knowledge of the Portuguese lan_
guage. In short, for several centuries the Portuguese have faced their oWn
integration abroad, and now they are faced with integrating the foreign
"other" at home. In May of 2002 Portugal moved to curb the number of
non-European Union immigrants it was admitting, to control illegal im,
migration, and to promote specíal integration programs for second_
generation immigrants. These are issues that have been debated for SOIne

time in northern Europe, in Canada, and in the United States, but they
are new to a country like Portugal, which throughout much of its history
was a country of emigration, not immigration.

Notes

1. Williams (1982, 103) notes the special Azorean Refugee Acts of 1958 and 1960
that facilitated the irnmigration of 4,811 Portuguese, largely from the island of Fa-
ial, which had suffered a volcanic eruption in 1957. These individuals established
the foothold for the post-1965 wave of irnmigration.

2. Glader (2002, PW1) recently reported on Portuguese irnmigrants in the
Washington, D.C., area. "Many of the nearly 2,000 Portuguese irnmigrants who
live in the Prince William County area work with concrete and moved from New
England states after home construction there slowed in the 1980s.... With 9,000
or so Portuguese irnmigrants in Northem Virginia, Manassas has been a cultural
hub since 1993, when local Portuguese leaders built a large cornmunity center on
Lee Avenue that includes a restaurant, dance halls, locker rooms for a soccer team,
a library, and language classrooms for children .... At the Virginia Portuguese
Cornmunity Center, there's Portuguese cuisine along with Sagres beer, vínho
Verde wine, and, on weekends, competitions with visiting soccer teams or cele-
brations with Portuguese bands."

3. Cole (1998) writes about Portuguese from the famous fishing town of Nazaré
in central Portugal who settled and remained, together with irnmigrants from the
Azores and Tras-os-Montes, in more rural cornmunities in Canada on the shores
of Lake Erie. They continued their work in fisheries.

4. For a more recent study of the Portuguese in Toronto see Giles 2002.
5. A special issue of the joumal Identities: Global Studies in Culiure and Pouer

(8, no. 4 [2001]) begins to address this lacuna by focusing on empire and its after-
math in the Portuguese-speaking world.

6. Laguerre (1998,8) argues that diaspora means both displacement and rea~-
tachment. "Diaspora denotes displacement in the sense that one lives outside one s
primary land oi attachment. ... Diaspora also means reattachment and is a mech-
anism that expands the space of the nation beyond the borders of the sta te....
By diaspora, we refer to individual im.m.igrants or cornmunities who live outside

ízed boundaries of the state or the homeland, but inside the
the legal.or. r~o~ce of the dispersed nation." Portugal and the Portuguese
reterritonahZ~s perspective, indeed constitute a diaspora.
abroad, froJ1\ d hís colleagues (1998, 16) have recently written that "irnmigration

7. Massey ~ rope is so new that governments have not established reliable
jnto ~uthernt :s forreporting the flows; and being closer to the Third World

. tlcal sys e di' "statlS E pean nations illegal migration has assume arger proportíons.ther uro' . .thaOo. as the key topic of discussion at a European Uruon sumrrut that'gratlon wlrnJTU in Sevilla, Spain, during the surnmer of 2002.
tOOkplac~e excellent new book edited by Andrea Smith, Europe's Invisible Migrants,

8:~ocuses on the retum migration to Europe of people from around the globe
whi caught up in a decolonization process that began after World War Il.
who ~e~eiros (2002, 2) makes the astounding observation that in the first half of

th9. . :eenth century 10 percent of the 100,000 inhabitants of Lisbon were
e SIX . 1 Id' . ir

Afri the highest of any European capital. Lisbon a so we come visitors om
~ h thi"5 aín, Italy, and Holland. By the middle of the seventeent . cen~ry, s cos~o-

~litan profile" had eroded. Malheiros offers. an excellent díscussion of rece~t im-
migration trends in Portugal-people commg not only from the. countnes of
Africa but also from Brazil, Pakistan, India, China, and the countnes of Eastern
Europe. For a discussion of Brazilian irnmigrants in Portugal, see Feldman-Bianco
(2001).ln the early 1990s a series of conflicts erupted over so-called "undesirable"
Brazilians who had found their way to Portugal, and the restrictive Foreigners
Law of 1992 limited the entry of irnmigrants arriving from former Portuguese
colonies, including Brazil.



I

SITUATING THE
ANTHROPOLOGICAL
PERSPECTIVE
Macro, Meso, and Micro Approaches
lo tbe Study of Migration

Immigration is a subject studied by scholars from a range of disciplines
(Brettell and Hollifield 2000), but no matter what the discipline, a shared
set of questions relate to why people move, who moves, and what hap-
pens after they move. However, the emphasis in addressing these ques-
tions is variously placed. Political scientists and economists are largely
interested in the flows that exist between two countries and how these
flows are shaped by policy or by labor markets and trade agreements. 50-
ciologists, who have generally focused on the receiving end, look at issues
of integration. Anthropologists, by contrast, have tended to work at both
ends of the migration process, begínníng in the country of origín and ask-
ing what prompts individuals to leave particular communities and then
whar happens to them in their place of destination, including if and how
they remain connected to their places of origino Geographers, who have
recently become active in migration studies (Gober 2000), focus on issues
of space in the broadest sense of the term, looking, for example, at settle-
~ent patterns and residential segregation or at the cultural geography of
lIlUnigrant communities.

The questions of why people move, who moves, and what happens
a~ter they move are also approached within these various disciplines from
dl~erse theoretical perspectives and sometimes with distinctly different
llníts and levels of analysis-the individual, the household, the sta te; the
micro, the meso, the macro (Faist 1997; Gans 2000). The chapters in this
S~ction are about levels and units of analysis, about theoretical perspec-
tives and how they influence the framing of questions, and about struc-
ture and agency in the study of migration.

1



2 / Part I

Macro approaches to migration focus on broad population flows and
the polítical and economic constraints and opportunities that influence
t~ese flows. ~mon? the latte~ are the policies of a sending or receiving so-
cíety that nught either restnct emigration or foster irnmigration or that
might control these in some way to support particular labor market needs
programs for development, or simply a balance of payrnents. For exam~
pie, the need for the technological expertise of H-1Bvisa holders who hold
temporary work permits in the United States influences the movement of
signifícant numbers of workers from countries like China or India. Simi-
larly, the Philippine govemment and prívate institutions play an impor-
tant role in the organization, management, and regulation of "gendered
pattems of labor migration as they pursue a labor-export policy that [not
only] fits into a global economy" but also "offers solutions to homeland
problems of unemployment and underemployment" (Tyner 1999, 685-86).

. While anthropologists are obviously more comfortable working at a
nucro or meso level, they do engage the macro level, beca use they are in-
terested in the structural and historícal context within which individuals
must and do act, including the choices they make in relation to migration.
Anthropologists address the macro perspective through the lenses of
world systems theory, dependency theory, or economy. According to world
systems theory it is "the penetration of capitalist economic relations into
peripheral, noncapitalist societies [that] creates a mobile population that is
prone to migrate abroad" (Masseyet. al. 1993,444). Dependency theory, as
a rather strong reaction to a modernization approach that suggested that
mig~ation would result in the development of sending societies through
the Ideas that supposedly progressive migrants brought home, suggests,
by contrast, that migration spawns the development of underdevelopment
(~ra~ 1967). And, within the polítical economy framework, anthropolo-
gísts mvoke duallabor market theory which argues that "intemational mi-
gration stems from the intrinsic labor demands of modem industrial
soci~ties" (Ma~sey et al 1993, 440). In all these ways, anthropologists rec-
~gruze, th.eore~cally, how global capitalism has fostered the often exploita-
tíve r~lationships that exist between developing and Iabor-supplying
countries and developed and labor-receiving countries. These unbalanced
relationships often crea te the conditions that lead to emigration.

The fírst part of chapter 1 takes up some of these issues by discussing
the historical and political-economic contexts, at home and intemation-
alIy, that have fostered migration from Portugal, beginning in the colonial
era, when a wealthy Portuguese nation penetrated Brazil in search of land
a.nd natural resources. It is equalIy important to understand that, by the
time of post-World War II migration to France, Portugal found itself an
underdeveloped nation in the southem periphery of Europe in relation to
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loped northem Europe and hence a supplier of labor to a labor-
a deve north. Only recently has this situation changed, as a more modem
hUOgrJal itself seeks labor from the developing margins of Eastem Eu-
portUbus is a perspective on emigration at the macro level and during
ror; Fernand Braudel (1992) called the longue durée which outlines broad
w actural features of a changing global economy.
strUOf particular concem in chapter 1 is how population flows out of
P rtugal have been shaped by legislative policy that was, at times, rather
a~bivalent. How did the Portuguese state attempt to control flows, and
how did individuals circumvent those controls? And how did the Por-
tuguese state survive by tuming its back on departures, such that it was
unnecessary to tackle the problems of unemployment or underemploy-
ment in the northem countryside? With emigration as a "safety valve,"
aspirations for change are taken off the back of the state and focused on
individual migrants who, by departing, can make some personal effort
to improve their own lives or those of their families. At the same time,
what migrants send back in the form of economic remittances sustains
the sta te; it certainly did so in the case of Portugal during the 1960s,
when the colonial wars in Africa were at their height and very costly. It
should be evident that the questions that one can address at the macro
and historical-structurallevel for Portugal are not only highly relevant
to contemporary global migration flows more broadly but are also well
understood in relation to ideas that emerge from world systems theory
and a political-economy perspective.

But well understood does not mea n fully understood. Thus the sec-
ond part of chapter 1 takes up a different issue, one that 1view as being
closely allied to the more recent formulation of the concept of a "culture
of migration." Massey and his colleagues attempt to review not only the-
ories that explain how migration flows begin but also how they are per-
petuated. "As migration grows in prevalence within a community," they
argue, "it changes values and cultural perceptions in ways that increase
the. probability of future migration .... Migration be comes deeply in-
gr.amed into the repertoire of people's behaviors, and values associated
with migration become part of the community's values .... For young
~en, and in many settings young women as well, migration becomes a
CIte of passage, and those who do not attempt to elevate their status
through intemational movement are considered lazy, unenterprising,
a~d undesirable" (Massey et al. 1993,452-453).1 Through such a process
a culture of migration" is created. In anthropological terms, cultures are
rooted in symbols that manifest and express core values. In chapter 1
1 argue that the emigrant has powerful syrnbolic meaning for the Por-
tuguese people and the Portuguese nation. Until quite recently, to be
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Portuguese was to emigra te or to have someone in one's family who was
an emigrant. Emigration was, 1 have suggested elsewhere, an expected
part of the life course, particularly for men growing up in the villages oí
the north (Brettell 2002b). Ultimately, then, my argument in the first
chapter of this section is that Portuguese emigration is best understood
if we examine it through multiple theoretical lenses, because a single
lens offers only a partial truth.

But chapter 1 is itself partial and incomplete, because it ignores other
levels and units of analysis that are, of course, well treated in later chap-
ters in this book but perhaps more indirectly than directly. Thus chapter 2
attempts to approach the topie of migration from the micro and meso
levels, returning to individuals, households, and social networks. From a
micro-level perspective, it is the individual who decides to migrate, ra-
tionally weighing the costs against the benefits. This has been labeled neo-
classieal microeconomie theory.

Potential migrants estimate the costs and benefits of moving to alterna-
tive internationallocations and migrate to where the expected discounted
net returns are greatest over some time horizon. Net returns in each fu-
ture period are estimated by taking the observed earnings corresponding
to the individual's skills in the destination country and multiplying these
by the probability of obtaining a job there (and for illegal migrants the
likelihood of being able to avoid deportation) to obtain "expected desti-
nation earnings." Theseexpected earnings are then subtracted from those
expected in the cornmunity of origin (observed earnings there multiplied
by the probability of employment) and the difference is surnmed over a
time horizon from O to n, discounted by a factor that reflects the greater
utility of money eamed in the present than in the future. From this inte-
grated differencethe estimated costs are subtracted, to yield the expected
net retum to migration. (Masseyet al. 1993,434)

The strongest criticism of this microeconomic approach comes from
anthropologists, who well know that individuals do not always leave for
purely economic reasons and that the decision-making process is often
more subtle and more far-reachíng, shaped and reshaped by particular
social and cultural contexts (Du Toit 1975, 1990). Indeed, very different
factors than what is described above as the "pure" mieroeconomie ap-
proach may play into why women move in contrast with men and why
they make the decisions that they do once abroad. The same could be said
if we look at other aspects of sociallocation-age, class, regional or ethnic
background. We can, 1suggest, get at some of these subtleties by listening
to the voices of migrants themselves-how they tell their stories and what
meanings they assign to their own actions. Chapter 2 introduces the no-

. of voice, agency, and life story into the debates about how we un-
bOOS d and theorize about migration.
ders;:n necessity storytelling must take the individual as the unit of analy-
. y chapter 2 addresses the broader question of what we can leam

515, 5~ eneral processes by examining the experiences of particular indi-
a~~u l~ This discussion also invokes problems that have long vexed an-
V1 uaOl~gists as they balance quantitative and qualitative methodologies
~:ir research (Brettell 2002c). Patricia Pessar has recently written:

In a formal research setting, such as one in which surveys or structured
interviews are administered, an immigrant woman's decision to cloak
her own and her family's experiences in a discourse of unity, female sac-
rifice.and the women's subordination to the patriarch represents a safe,
respectful, and respectable 'text.' As 1 look back on my own research,
this is the female voice that usually emerged from my own attempts at
survey research. By contrast, my ethnographic collection of discourses
that reveal family tensions and struggles emerged far more frequently
out of encounters when my presence was incidental, that is, not the
defining purpose for the ensuing dialogue, or after many months of par-
ticipant observation had substantially reduced the initial formality and
suspicion. (1999a,586)

She goes on to suggest that "the chronicler of by far the best histories
of divergent migration projects spent more than two years studying a lim-
ited number of immigrant families in both Mexico and Northem Califor-
nia and chose to feature in his writings only one family with whom he
lived and socialized" (Pessar 1999a, 586-87).2 What the ethnographer is
balancing when she /he records the life history of one migrant or writes
about one family is the detail, depth, and precise documentation of the
ongoing process of making choices against a broader and undoubtedly
more representative statistical sample that catches a group at a single
moment in time. Is one better than the other or are they just altemative
paths to understanding?

Individuals do not act in isolation. Indeed, a new economics of mi-
gration takes families or households as the unit of analysis and assumes
that minimizíng risk is as important as maximizing income. Households
may send some family members out into foreign labor markets and keep
others at home, thereby diversifying their risk. Further, "households send
workers abroad not only to improve income in absolute terms but also to
increase income relative to other households, and, hence to reduce their
relative deprivation compared with some reference group" (Massey et al.
1993,438). This approach is intriguing to anthropologists, because it situ-
ates individuals in relation to the social group, be it a nuclear family
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where men migrate while women tend to the fields, an extended farnuy
that sends some unmarried children into migration with or without a par-
ent, or a village where families measure themselves against one another
such that relative deprivation itself becomes a stimulus for departure.

This emphasis on groups of various kinds constitutes the meso level
of analysis so well outlined by Thomas Faist (1997, 188). It encompasses
the social relations between individuals in kinship groups, households
neighborhoods, friendship circles, and formal organizations. It is abov~
a11about social networks that not only facilitate departures but also help
to keep emigrants connected with the homeland. Many individuals de-
cide to move beca use they have a brother or a sister who is already abroad
who can ease their entry, provide them with initial housing, and help
them to find a first job. Social networks contribute significantly to the per-
petuation of migration streams once they have started because "they
lower the costs and risks of movement and increase the expected net re-
tums to migration. Network connections constitute a form of social capi-
tal that people can draw upon" (Massey et al. 1993,448).

Within anthropology the concept of a social network, as the web of so-
cial relations, can be dated to J. A. Bames's (1954) research in a Norwegian
fishing village. Rapport and Overing (2000,291) observe rather intrigu-
ingly that the collective, depersonalizing, and distancing modeling that
was characteristic of anthropological studies of social relations in other
parts of the world seemed unsatisfactory in the study of the home envi-
ronment. "Too much was known, and known experientially, to talk con-
vincingly of 'Norwegian [a la Tallensi] descent systems' or 'Norwegian
[a la Sherente] structures of marital exchange" (Rapport and Overing
2000,291). The focus in network analysis is on individuals and their rela-
tionships, and the emphasis is on personal behavior and experience, on
choice, action, and strategy.

Social networks received special attention in the work of British social
anthropologists who began to study rural-urban migration among popu-
lations in sub-Saharan Africa in the late 1950s and 1960s. These anthro-
pologists were looking for new ways to conceptualize how individual s
related to groups in the more fluid social environments of cities. Building
on this early work in Africa, anthropologists have continued to explore
the role of social networks, largely based on ties of kinship and friendship,
in the process of chain migration in a broad range of cross-cultural con-
texts (Butterworth 1962; Fjellman and Gladwin 1985; Graves and Graves
1974; Grieco 1995; Ho 1993). Wilson (1994,275) has in fact argued that th~
network approach is preferable to the market theory approach, beca use it
explains how people get to particular places not solely on the basis of a
cost-benefit analysis of the most favorable destination but on the basis of

know and from whom they can seek help. Her argument is
wh~rn therhat of Massey and his colleagues, who suggest that networks
sunilar to e self-perpetuating to migration because "each act of migration
can beCO~es the social structure needed to sustain it. Every new migrant
itse1fcre;he costs of subsequent migration for a set of friends and relatives,
reduces e of these people are thereby induced to migration, which further
and SOdmthe set of people with ties abroad" (Massey et al. 1993,449).
expans hh "ul "f' . frThis is another way to approac t e e ture o nugratíon-> om a

. logical rather than a symbolic perspective. It is an approach that 1:0up in chapter 2 b! highl.ighting the .networks of. soci~l relations
éUJlongPortuguese ímmigrants m France. I~IS equally ev~dent m ~ha~ters
7 and 8, and it is important to the transnational perspective that IS raised
in part II. Indeed, Nina Gl~ckSchiller (:999, 99) argues tha~ a trans~atio~al
research paradigm necessítates adopting networks of social relationships
that transgress national state boundaries rather than the individual as the
unit of analysis such that "persons in the sending and receiving societies
become participants in a single social unit." A further important insight is
offered by Menjívar (2000, 36), who argues that the social networks of im-
migrants are "contingent and emergent." They are so because of the sub-
tle interplay of structure and agency.

Marcus and Fischer (1986, 77) have argued that one of the challenges
for anthropologists is "how to represent the embedding of richly de-
scribed local cultural worlds in larger impersonal systems of political
economy." How do we understand the former from the top down and
the latter from the bottom up? Certainly this cha11enge exists in the study
of migration, but it should be met. An anthropologícal approach to mi-
gration should emphasize both structure and agency; it should look at
macro-Ievel contextual issues, micro-level strategies and decision-
making, and the meso-level relational structures within which individu-
als operate. It needs to articulate both people and process.'

Notes

d 1. Elsewhere 1discuss how deeply ingrained migration has been in the every-
ay way of life of the European peasantry more broadly (Brettell2002a).
2. She is referring here to the work of Roger Rouse (1989).
3. Glick Schiller (1997, 156) raises a similar challenge for transnational studies

more generally. Such studies should attend to "the specification and location of
:g~ncy; the relationship between transnational processes and states; and the hís-
loncal simultaneity of and interaction between global, transnational, national, and
OcalSOCialfields." See also Kearney 1995.


